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Abstract ,

T4s papet provides a framework for analyzing teachers' content
. . .

.

decisions and for determining the extent to which'they are influenced.
. t ..4

.
, !

by state and district policies. Examples of research based on this

framework are presented,in the area ofelementary,school mathematics.

Contents decisions are defined as decisions of how mdch time will be

devoted to a-subject, what topics will be taught, to whom these topics

will be taught, when and how long each topic will be laught,.and hew

well topics are to be learned. In the past, contept has reeeived,

relatively little attention in empirical studies of what teachers do

and how schools are governed. Yet, evea in a highly developed and

logically organized field sdchas mathematics, there.are issues of -

content selection and Vffiphasis that teachers cannot easily resolve

by themselves and for which curi-ent policies do not provide a suffi-
.

I.

cientanswer. To understand more precisely the effect of external

policies on teachers,,a bottom-up approach is advocated. This .

aliproach starts with an analysis of what teachers do and treats .

extdrnal policies as but.one of many factors influerichig,teacheis.1

"In one such study, selected teachers from three districts were studied

intensively during the course of a year. The districts were chosen

for variation in centralization of curriculum policy. Selected

findings from this study are presented, including, for example, the

response of teachers to a new district textbookt district testing

.progrdms, and a district.management-by-objectives system. These case
4

studies indl.cate that external policies,-even when weak, do influence

teachers' content decisions. In effect, the teAchers studi,dd acted

as political brokers, arbitrating between their own prdorities and

the implied priorities ef external policies. .j

7'
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TEACHERS AS POLICY BROKERS IN,THE CONTNT ,

OF ELEMENTAW'Y SCHOOL MATHERATICS1

, John Schwille, Andrew Porter; abriella
Belli, Robert Floden, Donald Freeman,

Lucy Knappen, Therese Kuhs,
and William Schmidt2

No one has ever said to-me, "Why aren't you teaching
this?" or "Why are you teaching this?" I like the

' flexibility. j guess if I didn't have that, I would
probably be upset. But yet . . . I think it is im-
portant that you 'do have soMe kind of a guide, with. :
some flaxibility wj.thin it. I wouldn't mind some-.
body sayit,g, "Why are you teaching this?" It would
make me stop and think, PWhy am I?"

Jacqueline, June 18, 1980

Jacqueline3 is one of seven teachers (gades 3-5 in six schools

and three ditricts) 'Whom we s6idied throughout the school year,

1979-80 td find out exactly what mathematic's they covered, why they ,

taught the topics they did, and why they did not teach-other topics.

Jacqueline, We fpund, was, with few, exceptions, an assiduous follower

of the textbook 'Thr fourth-grade mathematics,t

4

9.

1This is a &evision of a paper prepared for an NIE conference on
teaching and educational policy, Washington, D.C., Febrdary 26-28,
1981. Preparation of the paper was funded by the Program on Eauca-
tional Policy pod Organization, NIE (contract no. NIE-P-80-0127).
However, the opinions'expressed do not necessari137 reflect'the viewsof that agency.

.In revising this paper, the autors received helpful comments
and criticism from Marianne Amarel, Katherine Boles, Margret ,Buchmann,
Richard Elmore,Michael Kirst, and Michael Rutter.

2John Schwille is a senior researcher with IRT's Content Deter-.,

ants Project. Andrew Porter is the projececoordinator. Also pro-
ect memberS, Gabriella Belli is a research intern, Lucy Knappen is a
teacher'collaborator, and Robert Floden, Donald Freeman, and William

' Schmidt are senior researchers. Therese Kuhs, formerly a research
intern,.now -teaChes at the Universtty pf South Carallj.na.

3A11 teachers' names in this report are pseudonyms.
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In Jacqueline's case, our stereotypes might have led'us to pre-_

7

dict less adherence to the textbobk; for she reported having had good

mathematics teachers throughout her own schooling and liked to teach

mathematics'very much. In fact, at one time.she had developed her'

ownsunie to teach geometry, a topic that many elemen.ery school

teachers skip. 'Even with this experience,Jacqueline generoAly

advocated following the textbook. She said that if she were to pick

and choose what she would like to teach in'mathematiAcs, 4he might

end up teAching'things that would be fun ror her and her scudehts,

but that might not have immediate value for the students.

As researchers, we wanted to kdow what part school and.district
.

policies played in Jacqueline's decisions to follow the textbook".

How did these policies interact with Jacqueline's own.beliefs and

or.

other possible influences in making the textbook almost her sole

source of content?'-AlthoUgh the cases we studied may be exceptional--
,

a'possibility to be addressed ip further researchour studies thus

far have led us to reexamine.various myths about teachers as welj

as certdin assumptions about educational policies. For example, how

much truth is there to,the notion that teachers resist outside gui-. .

dance in curriculum matters? 'Under what conditions does textbook

following -reflect commitment, not lack of cOmmitment, to.the subject-

matter or content of instruction?

'Given our_interests, we could define content all inclusively

as thetcognieive, sodial, psyihomotpr and affective' outcomes of

education, but we have li mited ourselves, for the yurposes of this

paper; to the'cognitivd content of elementav school mathematics.

Within Chat domain we am concerned with different views of what
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might tie taught in elementary school and the means available to

resolve these diffeeences. Our argument cannot be applied indis-

criminately lo either secondary school mathematics Or other subject-
.

matters. .

Takin 'Content for Granted4
g

Bronfenbrenner (1970) has suggested that there has been too Much

preoccupation in the United States with the teacher as purveYor-oe

subject-matter. Yet if we look at mathematics:a subject criticAl
4

io many high status occupations, we find tha. t itlis treated as lesS

important in elementary school than one might.expect. Why, we wonder,

is.fdr less time devoted to mathematics than to reading and language

arts, and why does lack of competence in mathematics continue to be

more socially acceptable than 411iteracy?

Paradoxlcally, while Bronfenbrennec fears a preoccupation with

content, researchers and educators have frequently taken co"ntent.

for granted. For example, among the decisions studied by specialists

in the polif.ics of education, contenE decisions do.not loom large

4(Schwille, Perter, & Gant, 1980). Content is less salient in the

literature than such matters as collective bargaining, school

finance, school desegregation, and changes in enrollment. School

'finance studies use as measures of output no't learning outcoMes,

but expenditures that give little indication of what is being pur-

chased for this money. In education,*the same level of resources

can serve many different purposes (e.g., teaching of subject matter,

socialization, custodial care). The analysis of content addresses
.%

4We follow the "new" British sociology of education in calling
for analysis of what educators take for granted. Similarities and
differences between their work and ours are discussed in Schwille,
Porter, and Gant (Note 1).

I
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. this ambiguity by categorizing the outputs of-st looling in a way

e-

,

..

t.

that reflects What people think about the purposes of schooling and ,

I

the demands they make upon schools. A

-

For,a long tinke, content (in the senses of acquisition of know-

'ledge) was not of much interest to sociologists either. They were

.more concerned about the control of students and the laarning of
%

values. Spady and Mitchell (Note 2) cite/10 works, including those

of such well-kAown sociologists as Becker, Parsok Stinchcombe,

and Waller in support of the contention that "control of students

is at the center of school system concerns." .A collection of syllabi
-,

for the sociology of education, published in 1978 by a Sectton of the
. .

t

American Sociological Association, siv,es no emphasi'S to the cognitivek

. /
content of instruction (Persell, Hammack, & Thielens, 1978).

.Even among educationists, content has often been taken for
1

granted. A dominant school of research on teaching concentrated

for years on generic skills, of teaching and negletted subject-matter

differenqes (e.g., Rosenshine, 1971). Similarly, among teacher

educators and practicing tachers, questions of content have often

been eclipsed by questions of instructionalsitrategy or method (cf:

Buchmann, Note 3).
..

As o e explanation for this state of affatrs, Apple (1978)

para rases recent comments of Stanwood Cobb, one of the early

-

organizers of the Progressive lAucation Association: "Many prog es-
4

i

&Lie educators throughout the early decades of this century w'ere

quite cautious about even raising the question of what actual con- .

..,

tent should be taught and'evaluated in schools. They often preferred
ir

to concern themselves primarily with teaching methods, in part

because the determination of curriculum was perceived as inherently

r

,

V.

,

,-

t",
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a political issue which could split the movemerit.'5._

Whatever the reason,.the taking of content for granted continues.

Elmore (1980), for example, appears.to'subsume the selection of

content under problems of choosing an appropriate instructional

strategy. He treats poor performance on standardiied tests in

mathematics and reading as a prolem to'be resolved by the teacher's

cholce of strategy (with support from the school sysem and other

autharities). .We would ask if the content of Ehese tests is appro-
.,

priate. Then, in the paragraph quoted-ibelow, he assumes .that

teachers are able and willing to turn utopian content demands into

. a "well-organized strategy of instruction:"

Teachers receive a variety of signals about what to do
in the classroom. In addition to the signal they receive
from the 320(d) program about reading and math skills,
they hear about their responsibility for teaching demo-.
cratic values, discipline, the ,free.enterprise'system,
health and nutrition, career choice, and the history of
western civilization, to mention bdt a few topics.% It,
is the t.eachers' responsibilityto turn these signals
into a well organized strategy of fristruction that re-'
sponds to the range of skills and abilities they find
among students in the classroom. (p. 24)

.0

144e would ask whether it is justifiable to ask teachers to make the

difficult content choices that this example implies.

In the last.decade a new school of sociology has dev'eloped in

Britain to challenge the taking of content for granted.. Ie has

popularized the view that beliefs about what knoWledge ib worth

knowing and teaching mhave reinforced social inequalitiand posed

an obstacle to social justice. Members.of this school of thought

follow pierre Bourdieu, a French-sociologist who sees schoo,ls as

helping privged families pass on their cultural capital and legiti-
-

mating this inheritance ander the guise of meritocracy,

5
Apple cautions that,Cobb's recent recollection of what happened

many'years ago may not be accurate.

0 .4
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t.

Pribr a'cquisition of cUltural capital through osmosis
in'the family environment creates the impression of
ease and brilliance in school whereas having to make'up
ground through methodical effort is seen as laboriogg
striving that.inditates lack-of ability.

By treating socially conditioned capacities as if they
ware differences in ritive ability, the school legiti-
mates .ascribed`inbqualities and mask the differential
transmissforr of cultural heritage. It serves to convince
the lower social.tlasses thstthey owe'their destiny'to
their ladk of /ndividusl ability and that they have chbsen
their fate. (lourdieu's'position as summarized in Murphy,
1979)

7

According to an exponent of the "new"'sociology of education, the

A
experience of mathematicS is an example in point:

Pupils have the chance tb see that there is a high status
iroup of those who can "do" mathematics and another,
often.larger group of lower status people who, though
they appear to have had ehe chance to join the high
status group, have failed tO make it. Differentiation
in such circumstances appears to be not only fair but

. also objective. Eggleston, 1977)

OurrOWn approach to this issue does not presume that variation ,

in cont.ent coverage hlways reinforces social stratification.

Variation in content and its implications.are matters for empirical

investigation. We are therefore committed.to measuring content

coverage and to investigating the causes and consequences of teachers'

content 4ecisions.

Puzzles of Content Coverage in Elementary
School Mathematic's

Content coverage in American 8ohools is a bit like a jigsaw

puzzle. It is easy to.put together a few pieces, based on personal

knowledge and experience, but a national scehe of content variation,

in all its detail, is a.challenge to assemble.

For many, to be'sure, the content of elementary school mathematics

is tut and diied. It is almost entirely computational skills with

whole nuthbers and fractions. This point of view,-however, is but

1



one of several in a history of disagreement over what to teach

(NtTM Yearbook, 1970). Iyethe early part of this centdry there were

frequent demands for -the reductj.on ortime on elementary school mathe-

matics and the elimination of topics (Metter, 1934). Guy Wilson

(1926) carried out surveys of how adults use Mathematics and drew on

the results to justify confining the mathematj.cs curriculum to the

most commonly used computational skills as f011ows:

Ninety percent of adult figuring is covered by the four
fundamental processes: addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation, and division [of whole numbersj. Simple frac-
tions, percentage, and interest, if added to the four
fundamereal processes, will raise the percezitage to over
ninety-five percent. Mastery of these essentials
becomes the drill load in aLithmetic for the grades.
Beyond that, the work is informational probleth work ad-
justed to child interests (Wilson, Stone, & Dalrymple,
1939;,also quoted in NCTM Yearbook ( 1970, p. 122).

Although Wilson (1926) proposed to suppleMent drill with "meaning

and understanding," his main concern was with cdMputational skill.

He decl'ared that

the emphaSis On one hundred percent accuracy is an im-
portant emphasis'and should not require explanation....
Letter perfect results are the only results that are
wanted:in-the business world.

A sharply contrasting point of view is represented by a.group

of university mathematicians and scientists who met in Cambridge,

Massachusetts in 1963. They attempted to give direction.to the

school mathematics reform movement then gaining.momentum. This group

justified-its recommendations Arough reference to the discipline

of mathematics: 4 ,

We want to make students familiaT with part of the global
structure of mathematics. 'This'.we hope to accomplish
by the "spiral" curriculum:which

repeatedLy returns to
each topic, always expanding it and showing more connec-
tions with other topics.

,36



. . Mathetatics is a growing,subject and all students
should be aware of this fact.

. . The knowledge that
_there are unsolved prablems anA that they are gradually
being solved puts mathematics in a new light, strips
away some of its mystique, and serves to andermine"the
authoritarianism Which has long dominated elementary
'teaching in the area. (Cambridge Conference Report,
1963, pp. 8-9)

According,to recent repctrts on U.S. schools (NACOME, Note 4;
.

Suydam & Osborne, Note 5), thiS history of competing,points of

view has led to consensus on'the teaching of whole number computa-,

tional skills, but considerable variation in the coverage of such

. peripheral topics as metric measurement, geometry, graphs, statistics,

probability, relations, and functions.

In the future, even the core whole-number kilis may come under

increasing attack. Already, the availability of calculators leads

Wheatley (1980) to propose that schools discontinue the teaching

of long division with two-digit divisors.

A National Curriculum That Vanishes Upon Examinition

To find out whether the consensus in elementary school= mathema-
4

tics justifies speaking of an implicit national curriculum and to

provide an outc/ome measure for the study of teacher decisions

about what to teach, we have developed a three-dimensional classifi-

cation of elementary school mathematics (Kuhs, Schmidt, Porter,

Floden, Freeman, & Schwille, Note 6). The three dimensions a-e

(1) general intek (i.e., conceptual understanding, computational

skills, applica+ons), (2) nature of the material (e.g., whole num-

bers% common fractions, decimals), and (3) mathematical operations

the student must perform (e.g., Multiplication, estimation, ordering).

To date, we have classified five of the standardized tests and

three of the textbooks most widely used in U.S. elementary schools
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4

A
in the faurth grade. Figure 1, a content analysis of the Lftanford

Achievement Test*(SAT), shows how our classification procedures have

been used to represeni content'at
different levels of detail.

Specific topics are rerresented by the 'cells of the classification

matrix (e.g., 3 of the 112 SAT. items are devoted to skill in multi-
,

plying a multiple-digit nilMber by,a single digit numbei:). Morle general

topics can be addressed by summing across cells to obtain marginal

totals (e.g., 17 items on the SAT deal with multiprication).

Some have claimed that, in elementary school mathematics, there

is a national curriculum defined by textbooks and tests.. This claim

appears to be true, but only at a'fairly high level of generality.

All the textbooks and tests we analyzed contained Material on addi=

tion, subtracion, multiplication, division, and geometry: Deyond

these general areas of agreemen, howeve.r, there was,livle evidence'

to support the'concept of a.national curriculum. Outside whole

number coMputatiVim, ;:de found substantial variation even-at the mar-

, ginal level of .the classification'(e.g variation of emphasis on

fractibni, number sentences, estimation, anci metric meaurement).

Still more variation could be sgen at the sp'ecific or cell level. In

1.1e.three.textbooks; for example, over 'half t'he 290 cell-level

topics covered.(by One or more items in one or more books) were

unique to a single book. Only 287 of these topics/were covered in

ail three books.

In examining the consistency between tests,and.textbooks,- we

found that on17 six cell-level topics were emphasized in all three

books and flvle tests (Freeman, Kuhs, Porter, Knappen, Floden, Schmidt,
4

& Schwille, Note 7)r The match in content.covered was better for

some textbook-test p'airs than others. However, even for the best

x.. '

1,1
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matched.pair, no more than 50% of the topics on the test were covered

by the equival,ent of one lesscin or more in the tektbook.

In another study, we again four% core consensus and peripheral

iariatign in mathematics content, this time as described by 19

teachers of grades three to five in a single district (Kuhs, Note 8).

When asked to divide all the mathematics they taught into a few

categories, all 'the teachers mentiOned the four arithmetic operations

of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. But other

areas (e.g., geometry, measurement, place value) were singled out by

only a few teachers. The 19 teachers also interpreted student

understanding of mathematics in different ways. Some teachers

described understanding as the learning of concepts, others equated

understanding`with getting correct answers, and still others stressed

.the ability to use mathematics in given sitbationg.

In our research pe are seeking explanations for these differences

and Lmilarities. What explains these teacher p6-ints of view? Who

selects the content rliat is ultimately taught?

The Resolution of Content Dilemmas:
Teacher Policies Versus External Policies

Teachers Make Policy

Teachers often face incompatible demands. They'are subject to

conflicting pressures from administrators, parents, and interest

groups. In mathematics, for example, parents may want more emphasis

on long division while matheinatics educators pant less.

In principle, the policies adopted boards and legislatures might

resolve many of the conflicts and inconsistencies that teachers face.

Teachers would have only to implement these Olicies. But in practice

the educational policies of districts, states, and federal governments
4

16



are often ambiguous or weak. Even where clear and strong, such poll-
,

cieS may promote the interests of particular groups,.often for good

reasons (e.g., in the case of the handicapped, low-income 'children,

the gifted), yet leave teachers and loCal administrators to arbitrate

among capeting interes'ts.

In this semi-aiutonomous role, teachers are better understood as

politiCal-brokel:s, than as implementors. They enjoy considerable

discretion, being influenced by their own ideas of what schooling

ought tcTlbe as well as pedkuaded gy external pressures. This

.view represents a middle ground in the classic sociological con6rast

between professional autonomy end bureaucratid subordination. It

pictures teachers bs more or less rational, decision-makers who take

high-level policies arid other pressures into consideration in their

calculation of benefits and costs.

We therefore consider 'WO types of policy: teacher policy as

the definitive allocation of public uesources bY working-ievel

personnel in'education (Schwille, Porter,& Gant, 1980; cf. Lipsky,

,1980; and Elmore (1980);" external policy as'policy in the usual sense--
,

the laws, regulay.ons,and other directives 'Of boards, legislatures,

and executive departments responsible for whole school systems.

4

A Framework for Teacher Policies 'About Content

.Teacfiers ultimately decide what is covered in the claSsroom.

That is, they specify how much time will'be devoted to a subjeCt,

what topics wil\A' be taught, 'to whom these topics will be taught,"

(/
when and how long etch topic will be'taught, and how we)l topics

are to be learned. In principle, it is possible for all these de-
.

cisions to be made autoribmously by the teacher, but in practice
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there is usually leverage exercised by external poiicies (formal or

informal? at the school Or district:lelfe1.6 In addition, teachers

are exposed to a irariety of external influences which,have nothing

to do with external policies (e.g., another teacher, 'parent requests,

. newspaper articles). To understand teachers' content decisions, one

must take into account an array of influences, which encompass the

teacher%s own beliefs and chateristics of the teacher's students

. as well\stexternal policies.

Teacher,repertoire as a starting point.
, In the absence of ex,.

ternal policies and other pressures, teachers are likely to,select
16

topiCs froth their repertoire, that is, .the topics Oey have taught

in the past. Within this repertoire, we expect that the more a

teacher regards a topic as appropriate for students and one Olat

sihe is ready to teach, the more likely it is to be taught. 13y

appropriatb, we mean judging not only that students(Would benefit

from the P)pié, but also that they would learn the topic without '

undue difficulty and find it interesting. Similirly, the teacher's.

judgment of readiness to teach a,topic involves such considerations

as how well the teacher understands the topic and how enjdyable it

is to teach. We antiCipate using these content judgments to predict

how a teacher would respond to new topics.

Thege belief,s about appropriateness and teacher readiness may

be influenced by external policies, but the-manner and extent of,this

influence is noe well understOod. It is commonly thought that external .

policies do not have much influence on teacbers' beliefs about content,

presumably because in the short run policies that 1'11 contrary to

6For illuminating examples of a high degree of,curriculum
autonomy among teachers at the high school level, see Cusick (Note 9)4
and McNeil (Note 10).
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teacher beliefs engender considerable resistance (e.g., Oldham; Note 11).:

d"
if the proposed content.is not too esoteric, however, it may cause less

esistance than pro:pos0 changes in instructional strategy. It is

important to remember that,instructional strategies are the focus of

mutth of the innov'ations literature blat has led people to expect teacher

re0.stance (e.g., the Rand-change agent study as reported in Berman &

McLaughlin, 1978). In the long runo we expect that externaljyolicies do

gradually change teacher beliefs about content as these policies gradually.

gain more and more acceptance.

Students and their effect on teacher policies. S'tudents,'we

believe, have a continual, though perh4Ps small dffect on teachprs'

content decisions. Foe example, although teachers select instructional

materials without being acquainted with the particu1ar students who will

be using the materials, 'teachers can evaluate the materials in terms

of both'students they have had 4n the past and students they expect

to have in the futute. Then, when important decisions aboLtt grouping

and classroom apignment are made at the beginning of the year, .

actual stud ent charafteristics can inform teacher decisions a bout who

gets what content.

During the course of the year, teachers monitor student responses

land may modify content decisions as a result. Lundgren (1972) por-

trays whole class instruction as a tradeoff between the amount of

content covered and the number of students allowed to lag behind.

That is, the teacher who speeds up to cover more topics risks dncreasing

the number of students who have insufficient time to learn the content.

The Dahllof-Lundgren steering group hypothesis'suggests that teachers

pick out particular student's to pace the class, students at the border-

et'
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line between those who are expected to learn the conte nt covered and

(----those who are not.

Students may also actively influence the content of instruction

by making suggestions or requests. In our case study of Jacqueline,
\ I.

such requeets occasionally came to cur attention (e.g., students asking

for things they could do for extra credit, students asking to.repeat

. a mathematical game). Jacqueline also changed Several students' place-

ment after such a eequest. =She put together one remedfal.student she
.

was tutoring with two students from another teather's class because, in

part, the first studtnt wantea to be part of a group.

External policies give the teaCher mbre or less leewaY to respond

to student differences. On the one hand,.adoption of a district wide

textbook puts little constraint upon teachers.' They can delete topics

that they conpider inappropriate for students. On the other hand, a

a r

requirement to track students on a set of district objectiNes dis-
t, *

1,.,.

courages teachers from skipping topics. An external policy that mandates

individualized instruction can take much of the dontrol over pacing

decisions away from the teacher and give it to students. Sucha mandate

allows highly motivated students to move ahead quickly, but it also

permits unmotivated students to lag behind more than they might with

group teaching.

A .Parallel,Framework for External Policie

External policies that are likely to affect teachgrs' content

decisions can be sorted into categoriei which, for the Most part,

parallel the teacher decisions discussed above (how much time, what

topics, to whom, etc.)!

Mandated or recommended time allocations. iccording to y national

survey sponsore 4. by the National Science Foundation (Weiss, Note 12),

.2
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40% ofthe school districts sa:mpled had guidelineg' for 'the minimum

number of minutes to be spent per day on fourth-grade mathematics

(average 38 minutes recommended or required).

Press for specific topics: Written objectives; textbook adop-

tions,,and testing programs make it possible fcr schools or districts
1

o influence, intentionally or uniritentionally, the choice of

topics to be taught. For example, according to Weiss (Note 12)r 93%

of U.S. school districts use standardized tests in K-6 mathematics.

Of thede districts, 54% repoit maEing moderate or .gieat use of these

testS in revising the curriculum, while 307. report small use and 10%

no use (6% no response).

Press for differentiatidg content among students. Grouping

policies (including assignments to classrooms), pdll-out programs

with either a compensatory or.gifted foctis, and district adoption

of individualized systems of instruction can affect the extent to

which students of the same age are taught different .cOntent.

Press for standards. TestL requiled for-graduation, tests

for mastery of objectives, policies on retition in grade; and

mandated remediation all set standards for student learning and thereby

foster persistent coverage of certain topics.

Giving Weight to External,Policies

In addition :6 thd four-categories lylt lpted, external policies

have other attributes that may have an effdct on content coverage. For
0

example: some content-refevant polices reflect an intent to prescribe

. content, some.do not.. A district textbook adoption may or may not be

intended as a prescription for Content. Some teachers, especially

those whd are aware of a prescriptive intent, maY ptrceive the text

as a weak press for specific topics. Others may.,see the mandated text
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as nothing more'than a pool of topics that they draw upon to fit their

.oAn repertoire or the content others (e.g., upper grade teachers,
..

'parents) want them to teach. In contrast, a test to certify high

school graduation can be expected to have a stronger, more uniform
.00.

effect inasmuch as there is a prescriptive intent to identify which
0 ....

topics (ata minimum) ikl-s.t be taught to whom (all students), when\

'(at least by graduation), And -to what standard (cut-off level on
0

4
test).

The consistency of pressures on any given teacher is also im-

portant. In schools with heterogeneous clientele, ambiguities and

inconsistencies in content messages are likely to be common (Lortie,
,

.,

'1969). To phe extent thAt pressures are consis.tent, their impact

will be enhanced (Floden, Porter, Schmidt, Freeman, & Schwille, 1981):

Where'colTsiAency,is lacking, teacher autonomy may be increased.
,

Still another means of giving an external policy more,weight is
_

to see that it has one or more of the following attributes of authority:

the invoking of law or law-like rules, legitimation by a body of

teachers, endorsement b experts or charismatic individuals,and con-

sistency with.social norms (e.g., belief t'hat a topic should always

be *taught at a certain grade level). Likewise, the power of a policy
tos

can be increased through use of rewards and sanctiuns.7 One particular

category of rewards that the Rand chinge agent study has shown to

be important is support to teachers for implementation of a policy

(Berman & McLaughlin, 1978). For content-relevant policies such

support might include teacher training on unfamiliar subject-matter,

provision of para-pr:ofessional aides, and automated record keeping.

. Presumably, comprehensiveexternal content policfes could be
-,,

7These definitions of pOwer and authority are adapted from the
Spady-Mitchell revisioh of Weber's classic formulation (Spady &
Mitchell, 1979).
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given great weight if all the above attributes 'were present and taken

into account by teachers. Policies of this nature probably do not

. ,

ex14;t in the United States. Cloder approximations can be found in

other countries (e.g., France) where hierarchical control or content

is accepted and teacher autonomy is, for the most part, limited *to

instructional strategy.

Top70ownWersus Bottom-Up Studies of COntent Policies

Xmplementation, a word made fashionable by policy analysts,

(e.g., Mazmanian & Sabatier, 1980), can be mislelding if it leads

people to look at external policies solely in the way suggested 'by

Edwards and Sharkansky (1978):

,Top officials must take several steps to assure proper,
implementation. They must issue'policy directives.thae
are clear and consistent; hire adequate staff and pro-
vide them lath the information and authori!ty necessary
to carry out theil orders; offer incentives for staff to
execute policy as decision=makers intended,and effectively .

follow up on the'implemental actions of subordinates.
(P. 321)

A study of implementation relying On these notions would start with

policy directives, derive intended outputs from these directive,

'and then assess the extent to which the.directives are carried out

and the intended outputs'realized.

The difficulties with,this top-down approach, especially when

. applied to education, are now widely discussed in the literature.

A top-dOwn approash emphasizes hierarchical control, but hierarchical

control plays 4 limited role in the loosely coupled world of schools

(Bidwell, 1965; Weick, 1976; March, 1978). Teachers and building

administrators have enough discretion to be able to adapt external

policies to their own priorities as well as to pressures from their
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_clients (Lipsky, 198()).. Weather1ey'10.79) study of the Massachu-

setts mandatory special education law illustrates both the impact

,and the limits,of hierarchical contcol. This law and its regulations,

strictly interpreted, required the'immediate evalaation of many more

chlldren than could be handled. .The lack of priorities in the law

forced Aninistrators.end teachers.to set their own prprities, to

develop unofficial rationing -eechniques, and to use their own criteria

for weighing'the costs and benefits of making a referral.

Teaches may noCeven have views of schooling that are compatible

with the views implicit in external poficies. For example; Darling-

Hammond and Wise (1981) discuss views of teacHIng.that are opposed

to the "rationalistic"'views of, teaching assumed by external policy-

makers. `The rationalistic view, as they define it, assumes that

sehools can be assigned clear-cut goals and that teacher activities

can be prescribed, evaluated; and ultimately contro4ed in terms of

those goals. Suctl a view is still very much a'pallit of top-down studies

of iMplementation even when Many variables that interfere with imple-k

mentation are taken into account (gamanian & Sabatier,,1980).

The top-down approach is particularly problematic for the study

of content decisions. In this 'case, even external policies are not,

especially "rationaiistic," at least in the United States where there

is a reluctance to be clearly and specifically prescriptive about what

teachers teach. For example, in developing cyrricula for natutal and

social science, the National Science Foundation was criticized for

infringinz on local autonomy and in 1976 was forced by Congress,to

stol; funding implementation of its projects (Nelkin, 1978; Wel,ch, 1979).

As a resulC of this ambivalenee at district, statet and national

levels, existing external,policies are often unclear or weak as far as

.

S.
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as content is concerned. Nevertheless, such policies can still

have an effect on teachers' content decisions, an effect which .

may or may not reflect the policymaker's intent. To'understand this

effect, the bottom-up approach exemplified by our case studies of

'Seven teachers is uieful. This approach startS with, an,analysls Cif

- what happens.in classrooms and works back to see to what extent these

happenings are infldenced by externalopolicies, together with other . .4

factors.. Such-an analysis will turn up anticipated and unanticipated

effects of hierarchical pressures,, longstanding ways of doing things

that are not subject to scrueiny'by higher authority, and various

-

nony.erarchical influences (e.g., student pressures, pressures

4attributable tO school norms, and the tedcher' S own views of what,

is desirable and feasible).

* Illustrations from Stuaes of Teachers'
Content Decision-Making

Teaefier Policies, Given eix Simulated Pressures

In one of our earlier studies (Floden et al., 1981), 66 teachers

from five areas in Michigan indicated how they would respond to

various combinations of pressures to change the.content of,fourth-

grade mathematics. The six pressures came from parents, upper-grade

teachers, the school principal, district instructional objectiveri

textbooks supplied to the teacher', and standardiied, test results

yeported in the local newspaper.

The following example of these hypothetical situations is a

mix of pressures from objectives, Eests, and other teachera:.

An Wakita the,central administration has published, for
fourth-grade mathematics, a set ofoblectives which all
teachers have been directed to.follow. At the end of the
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year, a standardized test in mathematics is,administered
in each grade. The test results for each school are
published, by grade level, in the local newspaper.

Shortly aiter your arrival, you study the set of objec-
tives and the test which is used. You realize that
these materials dolnot deal with.five tokcs you have
been.accustomed to teaching in fourth grade. You also
note that they do include material on five topics you
have never taught to fourth graders.

Also imagtne that the teachers in your schoo). express
a particular interest in mathematics at staff meetings
and,in conversations in the teachers' room. During
these discussions you find that the fifth and sixth
grade'teathers feel you should-teach five topics you .

have not taught to focirth graders in the past. They
allio question ,he value for foUrth graders of five
tolbics you have been used 'to teaching, The topics men-
tioned in each case are the same as these You noted fn
your examination of ehe test and the objectives.

LI all hypothetical situations, the pressures were limited to

content decisions about specific topics. While the pressures were

consiste4, ttiey were not always clearly prescriptive in

intent, nor wastthere much/Atempt to give them authority. No

explicit reference was made to rewards for compliance or sanctions

for noncomplia&e. In particular, no help was uomised fdr putting

into practice the changes in instruction that would be required.

In short, Wheri the hypothetical situations referred to external

policiefs, these policies were not given.much weight.

Nevertheless, the most striking aspect of.the teachers' responses

to the pressures was their reported willingness to add topics to

their instructional content, whatever the source of pressure for

change. In other words, teachers presented themselves more as poten-
.

tial implementors than as autonomous decision-makers. The teachers

seemed less willing to give up topics currently caught and did not

seem to consider the new topics as necessarily supplanting the old
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ones.8.

'Objectives and publishedtest results stood out as .the most,

powerfnl pressures to affect teacher oontent decisions. Textbooks

were the least powerful pressure for adding content, but ranked about

the saufe as other pressures in decisions to omit content.

Our Design for Seven Bottom-Up Studies

In our case studies of seven teachers, the outcome of primary

.interest was the mathematics covered in each of the classrooms, as

recorded in daily logs kept by each teacher. In weekly interviews,

we discussed the logs; the use of textbooks, tests, objectives, or,

other'materials; and any conversations or newly received documents

relating to mathematics. In addition, we interviewed each teacher

at the beginning of the year to ascertain his/her intentions and

priorities and at the end of the year to probe his/her reaction to

possible curriculum influences:- A limited amount of classroom observe-

tion was also.scheduled. Independent information on content-relevant

Rolici.es and other attempts to influence content were obtained through

interviews with principals and other,district personnel as well as

through observation of meetings (e.g., building staff meetings, in=

service, workShops to explain test scores, and open.houses for parents).

The six schools and three districts -in which these teachers taught

were selected for differences in (a) external policies for the control

of mathematics content (centralized vs. 'dqcentralized), (b) town type

; (urban vs. small), and (c) extent of teachei isolation within schools

(e.g., self-contained classrooms vs.'open schools). The Most cen-

8The same sort of accretion without deletion haS been documentedin a content analysis of geometry in German mathematics textbooks
(Damerdw, Note 13).

\I
"fi

04.P
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tralized district (which we caliAnoxport) was an urban district with
-

, 'a management by objectives system, district-wide standardized testing,

'and guidelines for time spent on mathematics (45 minutes per day in

fourt rade). Finn,,the.least centralized district, was a small-town

district with a strict policy of building Autonomy in curriculum matters.

The only breach in this autonomy was district-wide standardized testing,

initiated one year before our study began. Sawyer, the third district,

was also a small town district but with somewhat less building au-
.

tonomy. Following appointment of the district's first curriculum

director one year before our study, a district-wide mathematics

textbook was adopt d and a district-wide standardized testing program

'initiated.

To get,some sense for variation in content decision-making

within the disLricts, two schools were selected in each .district.

The two schools varied in the extent to whiCh the classrooms were self-.00

contained. Elizabeth Cohen (Note 14) suggested to us that suscep-
,

tibility to external pressures would be partially determined by the

nature of collegial relationships within each school (assessed at
4

the point of selection by the use vs. non-use.of teaming, resource

teachers, instructional aides, and open-space building).

Two Teacher Policies.in the Aftermath
of-a District Textbook Adoption

Our case.studies have good deal to say about whether and why.

1

the.seven teachers followed their textbooks. For illustration, we

can take two SaWyer teachers, Jacqueline and Wilma, and their responde

to the district textbook adoption. The digtrict began to L;se a new

mathematics textbook series in all its elementary schools the year of

our study. This series was chOsen a year earlier by a committee ofI.

teachers together with the curriculum director.
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During the study Jacqueline attended meetings of the district

- mathematics curriculum committee, at which membeTs discussed.thtee

poisible sources of guidance for what to teach: a district sdope-.

and-sequence chart adopted in a previodt yearthe new textbook series,

and the MiCagan Assessment tests. After much discussion the commit-

tee decided in favor of the'textbook as the primary authority and

abolished the scope-and-sequence chart, but it never resolved the

question of how much of the text600k teachers should cover. In fact,

at the very last meeting of the year, one of Jacqueline's colleagues

again aked whether the committee was going to decide whet was impor-

tant in .the textbook. She declared that the teachers did not all

know what they were supposed to be teaching.

The Sawyer,textbook policy should be viewed as a weak policy

for influencing teacher content decisions. AcCording.to Jacqueline,

9
her principal; and the district cuiriculum director, it was recom-

mended that teachers follow the textbook. But none of these respondents
\

recalled specific examples of this recommendation being communicated

to teachers. Rewards for following and sanctions for not following

the textbook were little in evidence. One of the two principals web

studied did use rewards and sanctions to influence the curriculum,

but in the year of our study He concentrated on reading, not The-%

matics. For most teachers, including the tNe we studied, in-service

assistance on the new textbook was,very limited, in part, because

teachers did not express much need for this assistance. Hence, it

is not surprising to find that the two teacHers in our study relied

principally on their own judgment in deciding; how much to use the

textbook.

Determinants of Jacqueline's use of Textbook. For most of the

year 4acqueline taught ewo groups in mathematics.. With only minor
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deviations, she led one group consecutively thrOugh 9 of the 13

chapters in the fourth-grade mathemat#s text. This group Jacqueline

perceived as high-ability (relative both to another group taught by

her team and to a group she had taught the year before). When

Jacqueline spoke of the changes in content she made between the year

of our study and the year before, she attributed these changes more

to differences in students than to differences in textbooks.

We also studied Jacqueline's work with a remedial group of

three students who were using the third-grade textbook. Here again

Jacqueline followed the text closely, though not as closely as

with the higher group. In so doing, she taught content that other

teachers might well have skipped in a remedial group (e.g., writing

number sentences for word problems, rounding to nearest ten and

nearest hundred, using estimation in word problems).

Our interviews throughout the year dealt frequently with

Jacqueline's reaSons for following these textbooks so closely.9

These reasons, which we describe below, suggest that-any new

textbook is likely to have a considerable initial effect on the

content that Jacqueline covers. Her reasons also indicate,however,

that in subsequent years she may use the textbook less.

Jacqueline saw important benefits for students in following

the textbok. She held that the text, ensures continuity in subject-

matter. TeacherS who follow the textbook do not skip important

topics; they do not teachtopics out of 'dppropriate sequence.

According to Jacqueline, teachers who did not like the old text-

book did pick and choose; They left out important chapters (e.g.,

9However, to avoid influencing the teachers unduly, we were
careful about how we.probed into such issues before the end of the

,year since content decisions were still being made.

30
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number theory). In contrast, Jacqueline maintained that other teachers

in her school and district liked the new textbook. She therefore

predicted that they Would follow it more closely than they had the

old book, thereby increasing continuity across grades.

Following the textbook was seen not only as beneficial to the

students, itdiso benefitted the teacher by saving planning time.

Time was iTportant to Jacqueline, a very busy member of a team of

four teachers. The team held planning meetings, but they were

devoted in large part to science and social studies, the two subjects

that were taught in tightet coordination amOng the four teachers.

Outside these meetings, Jacqueline was a demanding teacher who spent

much time working with students. She was also an active'participant

in the local teacher oeganization and in university courses.

In spite of these advantages of following the textbook, Jac

queline's commitment to the new book was provisional. During a

district curriculum committee-meeting, Jacqueline told the committee

that after, using a textbook for the first time, a teacher may find

parts inappropriate. For herself, Jacqueline told us in an interview,

she would not want to judge a textbook without a trial.'

In September and October Jacqueline showed how seriously she

-

was going to consider what the book had to offer. She reported paying

careful attention to terms that were given more importance in the new

book than in books she had used previously (e.g., equation,

inequality,and open sentence). Later Jacqueline did object to parts

of the text and even deviated to some extent. Most of these objec

tions were not so much a matter of content as of strategy, that is,

the method of teaching a topic. On rare occasions she did skip

some peripheral content (e.g., use of flow charts). At times she
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'also Npplemented the text to put more emphasis on conceptual, under-

standing.

Her criticisms were usually based on the observed or inferred

'response of students: For eicample, the'text did not break the

various multiplication facts into separAte lessonS' as much as she -

had in the past. Although this lack of separation posed.no problem

for her curren high-ability class, she repeatedly eriticized this

part of,the text as unsuitable for students of lower ability. ,She

was also seen advising a student teacher, who worked with a lower

ability group, to combfhe tiqo chal)ters in order to break up the fact's.

Likewise, Jacqueline did not consider skipping geometry with her

iligh-ability group. But, although she was distresSed thAt teachers

might skip'geometry without good reason, 1.1e did consider geometry

expendable for any class that was well below average in achievement.

acquelfne's evalUation ofstextbooks ultimately leads 'to varying

degrees of use. 'In science, she conjectured that if a new textbook

did not comptre favorably with units already developed by her team,

the team would probably continue to use their own-units. Jacqueline

also reported that she did not usethe district textook in language

arts. She and other teachers\ regarded this textbook as deficient in

both content and strategy.

In she&t, Jacqueline considers many factors in her decisions

of how much to follow the text: benefits of continuity to students,

the opinions of other teachers, the charactefistics of the text once

she has tried it; and the time'she has available. In the year of our

study, these considerations led tfie district textbook to figure very

prominently in Jacqueline's content decisions. However, this effect

kst

4,

of the district adoption ;was so bound up in Jacqueline's personal
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policy that other teachers might respond to the same external policy

in very different ways.
4.
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Determinants of Wilma's use of textbook. During our study Wilma

taught fourth grade in the same district as Jacqueline, but in,another

building. Her conception of what was basic and what was peripheral

to fourth-grade mathematics was neatly packaged in what she termed a

,".dubject clock." The subject clock was limited to basic content:

addition, stibtraction, multiplication, division, and fractions. She

considered topics such as geometry, measurement, and estimation

"frills." Wilma strongly believed that the five s ubject-clock topics

should help children deal with real life activities, such as c011ecting

a pay check, purchasing things in,a store, and determining what an.item

costs when it haS been marked off a certain-percent.

Wilma'also had a personal yiew of learning that she called her

"iAternal clock." According to this point of view, there are optimal

periods during theiyear for learning new content, periods that are

least disrupted by long breaks oi children's anticipation of some

upcoming.ettent. Wilma asserted that the greatett learning occurs ,

in the.period from January to spring break. Before January, the year

increasihgly distupted,by Christmas. After spring break the

students' thoughts turn more and more to summer, play, and getting

-13utside.

Hence, according to. Wilma, September through mid-November should

be chiefly devoted to rview of. addition and subtraction. Trom mid-

NoYember'through January the main topic to be covered is multipliga-

tion, and then from February to Easter students should concenti-ate

on division. After EaSter the important topic is fractions. Onee

fractions have been adequately taught, peripheral topics can be,

4 33
/
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included in wh'aeever time remains.' 0

0

Wilmas conception was carried out i practice. In almost all
6

cases, actual instruction on topics began no more than a week later

than predicted earlier in the year.

Since dll widely used fourth-grade textbooks cover the five

topics in Wilma's subject clock, she couid.make extensive use of

any textbook. However, If a textbobk were to follow the suggestion

'to delete ttie teaching o. long division with two-digit divisors (see,

e.g., Wheatley, 1980), we would predict that Wilma would follow her

clock rather than the text. In severe!. "convelsations, Wiltta indicated

4

that if the approach suggestO by ..e textbook were not consistent with

her thinking, shp-wollid ignIne it. In faci, Wilmh oMitted the geqmetry

chapter, saying that it was not )art of her subiect clock- Unlike

4acqueline, Oilma dianot foA.ow die pages or sections of the new

textbook in the order gi'ven. She rearranged tha sequence to fit her

internal clockA "Even within topics, such as addition, she did not

follow the textbook sequence,

Wilma was reAdy.to consider topics in the textbook that she had

not t ght previousry, but that fit her subject clock,. For example,

the 'hew textbook included averaging', which Wilma had not taught,before.

P.

She-taught this tojic because it fit well,under division, one of her

core topics. She admittedthat in earliei y.f!ard, she had neyer

thoUght about teaching averages.

. In short, unlike Jacqueline, Wilma was from the beginning con-.

vinced that tollowing her own repertoirt and prictrities Was better

than sticking closely to the text. Both teachers ultimately decided

)

how they would use the,district;-adopted text. tut Wilma's strong

commitment to.her repertoit regulted in a continuation of earlier
1
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.practices whereas Jacqueline was more willin& to give the text a try

to see what a4vantages it offered.

A Teacher Policy in the Context
of State and District Testing Programs

br,

In the Finn district, where buildings-have enjoyed almost com-

0

plete curriculum autonomy, the use of standardized tgsts was one

possible exception to this lack of_ external control. In the fall of
r -

our study,-the Michigan Assessmdnt (AEAP) was administered to all

fourth'graders, here.as elsewhere in the state. In addition, a widely-
.

used standar4ized test--let us call it the WUST--was given in each

, grade. This exterhal policy for the use of the WUST was adopted by

the district one year before our stud on the initidtive of the cur-

riculum director, who had been imp, 'ed with the test, while taking

' a course from an author of'the WUST. However, in conformity with the

di.strict philosciphY of building autonomy, the'Policy was not init.i=

ated,until key building principals had also attended this course and

been similarly convinced.

1

The curriculum director viewed the WUST as the diitrict prescrip-
.

tion for what to teach. However, as far as we could tell, there were

no rewards or sanctions to be given teachers for performance on this

test. Nor was the content message of the WUST entirely consistent

with the,message,communicated by the MEAP, the state mandated test.

Donna, ode of the teachers we studied fn Finn, paid little atten-

4

tion to the MEAP rAults. The'scores in her school were so high fhat 4

there was little indication4of topics needing-attention. Donna also'

considered the reporting format uninformative. Her principal like-

wise expressed a preference for the WUSt:
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For this particular.school in'mathematics...Xthe MEAP]
goals -are worthless because our students furiction at a
much higher rate than what they want as minimal objec-
tives..:.It is utterly ridiculous, 93 to 97% attainment
...(and] doesn't tell me my real needs for this building
as far as individual kids are concerned.

In contrast, the WUST results were carefully reviewed in a
(-

meeting of school principals, which was followed by staff meeings

in each building. Before the meeting in Donna's school, the prit-

cipal circled all items on the WUST where.the proportion of cOrrect
a

answers was not as iligh as district or national norms. But at the

meeting he4,deferred to the teachers as authorities, asking them to

determine whether the topic covered by each of these items represen-

ted something they should be teaching.

Teachers did this exercise in small groups. In Donna's group,

topics such as "place value" and "measurements arranged from small

to large" were cite'd as strengths; "Osing the symbols for greater

than, less than, or equal," "two-part story problems," "using the '

symbol for division," and "roman numerals" were identified as

weaknesses.

As lar as we could ascertain from our close,monitoring through-

out the year, Donna did not increase her emphasis on any of these

areas of'reiatively low student achievement. ,When asked if the

staff meeting on WUST results had been valuable, Donna made no

reference to the analysis of strengths and weaknesses. Instead she

suggepted that the discussion was helpful in communicating what

the other teachers were.doing in grades one to five.

Although the specific feedback from the WUST did not appear

to affect Donna's teaching, she and other teachers in her school

repeatedly expressed concern for why the.WUST scores in reading

were so much higher than in mathematiCs. According to Donna,

3 6 ,

4.
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thre other teachers,attributed the lower scores in mathematics t%)
4 'a r

earlier use of an individualized program. Donna disagreed, be-

lieving that this difference was the result ofo(a) the fact that the

teachers had placed so much emPhasis on,reading in recent years, (b)

the use pf different textbooks in mathematics in different grades,

ane(c) the lack of communication across grades.' In Donna's worcL,

teachers should "know exactly what [ot-her teachers],have covered

aand are covering." Thus, the effect of the WUST was not to cause
.00

Donna to give more emphasis to specific topics, but rather to

raise teacher'concern for overall mathematics performance and to

give Donna an occasion for discussing the lack of Articulation

across grades.

e-
o .

A Teacher Policy Within a District
Management-by-Objectives System -

In Knoxport, a district with mOre than 30,000 students, all

teaqhers in grades one through six.were required to follow a

management-by-objectives (MBO) syarem. in mathematics, t'he system

inciuded over, 100 objectiyes, which were to be mastered in a pre=

scribed order. The objectives were narrow in definition and focused

on cOmputational skills. For example, there was one objective for

two-digit by, two-digit multiplication and,another for two-digit by

three-digit. There was a didt'rice goal that eactl student master

at least 16 objectives each year, and Akstrict level records of

student progress were kept on all compensatory education students.

However, we found no evidence of sanctions.for not reaching 16 ob-

jectives.

To facilitate use of the MBO system, there were tests for stu-

dent placement at the beginning of the year, mastery testa for each
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objective, review tests for subsets of objectives, end of year tests

for grades four through six, and forms for recordirig student achieve-

ment. In addition and of key importance Were the assignment sheets,

which tied each objective to relennt pages from each of several

textbooks-in use within the district.

The MBO system began to take sh4e eight years before our study.

At.the beginning it was a pilot project to evaluate federal and state

compensatory education programs. It'was formally adopted and re-

quired of all teachers three years: later. T'he number of objectives

achieved bjr students in'the MBO system continued to serve as the

basis for evaluating nearly all categorical programs in the Knoxport

diStrict. By virtue of the MBO system andmithout direct intent

to prescribe content, federal and state categorical.programs'have

had an important effect on choice of mathematics content in this

district.

At the,time of adoption, the MBO system was strongly opposed

by many teachers despite its having been created by a committee

with substantial teacher representation., However, Andy (our Case

study teacher) started using the s'stem before it was mandaied by

the district. He was the first in his building to do 4o, and one of

the first in the 'district although he had no involvement in the

development-or revision of the system. 'Wlien he began using the

system, he was a member of the district mathematics committee.

Dissatisfied with his approach to mathematics at the time, he

accepted the district mathematics specialigt's request to give

the system a try. In general; our evidence suggests that this

specialist,had a major influence'on the mathematics Andy taught.

Later, Andy tried to persuade other teachers to use the system.
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His.recollection is that.eight_or so teachers in his building were

using the system by the time it was mandated b'y the district. Even

'so, according to Andy, it was never followed closelSr by all teachers,

even at his schqol.

Andy himself-allowed almost no exceptions to the system. tOnly

two students In his class were allowed to-skip any objectives during

our study. When asked if he would like'to,see aily changes in the

content of the objectives, Andy responded, "No ad44tions) no deletions,

[only] the reordering of [objective] Iliimbers 57, and 58."

a

Given Andy's policy, deliyery of content was.almost entirely

in the hands.of the materials, not the teacher. In contrast, anoOler

'teacher we studied in the same district gave two periods of mathematics

for hey students, one for working individually on the MBO system and

one for whole 'group inglruction on a textbook. We were also aware,

of teachers whcOmade little use of the system. 4

In short, Andy was a voluntary implementor who used the MBO

system in'much the way it was designed. Nevertheless, his own de-

cisions partially determined the content covered by students in his

classroom. For example, he decided not to let students do as many

objectives As they could without interruption. Instead, once they

had progressed to a point in the objectives that he had selected,

they were given enrichment assignments in the fourth-grade textbook.

Andy reorganized this textbook material and had all enrichment

students proceed through in fixed order. Students who comptpted

this textbook enrichment were returned to the objectives. In

addition, the quickest to finish the complete textbook were given .

a unit. on Metric measurement.

4
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Andy chose assignments from the assignment sheets that tied

texaaooks to obje'chves. He rarely used knowledge of students in

, making these assignments. As far as we could tell, the primary

consiaeration was whether the old or new textbook was on the shelf

at the moment the assignment was made.

Still other teacher decisions influenced the pace at which stu

, dents'completed steps in the system. The system itself provided

no advice on W.hen'a student should be permitted to take the mastery

. test. At the beginning of the year, Andy let students decide when-

they were ready. -Dissatisfied with this aspect. of his policy, Andy

later tried other procedures' (limiting testing to certain days, -

making the decision himself, setting goal dates for mastery). But

hen none of these procedures resulted,in a better tradeoff between

pace and content learned, they were pregressively abandonedt

District policies had a major impact on the pathematics con

tent Andy covered in his class. In scheduling mathematics, Andy was

influenced by the district guidelines that advised 45. minutes per

day for mathematics. Within this period he. operated according to a

district MBO system that specified what topics were to be taught

-(at a minimum), in what order, and to What level. However, factors

other than district policY were also important in shaping the content

covered in Andy's classroom. For example, the enrichment instruc

q
tion received by most of the students in the class was outside the

control of the system. Also, the prescribed use of mastery tests

left room for Andy to experiment with the pace of instruction.

Finally, it is important to note that Andy was no passive implemen

tor, but rather a volunteer, a booster, and a broker for the system.

4u
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Missing Pieces

The history of elementary school mathemAics in the United

States, together with our content analyses of present day.instruc-

tional materials, indicate that even in this traditional subject

\
there are imporbant differences of opinion about what should be

taught and tested. These diffeiences'surface from time to time in

public det te, but they are rarely resolved in a way that provides

0
clear guidance to teachers. Teachers are expected to deal with

differences that makers of external policy are.unable to resolve.

Despite the lack of strong external policies, our initial

studies suggest that external policies do influence.teachers' content

decisions. The 66 Michigan teachers in our simulation study hypo-

thetiCally abdicated their role of autonomous decision-maker, even

when confronted'with what,we would j.udge as weak attempls to influence

them. In each of the three Aistricts covered by our case studies,

external policies had some influence over the teachers' content

deliberations. But the seven teachers also exercised much

cretion, particularly since the external policies were neither

comprehensive nor st-ong. Ia other'Words, teachers did operate

as political brokers, arbitrating between their own priorities and

the tmpliedupriorities of external policies. Should we continue to

find that external policies have an important (though not necessarily

decigrve) tn,1uence on teachers' content decisions, we would conclude

that the riakers of external pclicies,ought to face more squarely

than in the past the difficult questions of what shouldte taught

and who should decide.

if schooling were confined to a single year, it conld be con--

sidered reasonable to rely completely on professional judgment as

eli
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embodied in autonomous teacher policies. However, as students advance

from year to year, from class to class, they are under the control

of first one teacher and then another. Hence; even if each teacher

policy is, in itself judged apprOpriate, there is no assuranc?that

teacher policies within A school, district, or sta'te are 46plemen-

tary and consistent, one with another. The more wt rely on autono-

mous teacher policies, the more we may have unnecessary redundancy

and gaps in the content that students experience in,going from one

grade.to another. Some teachers, such as Jacqueline and Donna, may

be sensitive to' this probleM; others may not be: Unfortunately,

educational research has donee.little.to highlight this problem'sinqe

studies rarely follow students through more than one year of

sChooling.

In our judgments teachers can be persuaded to change content

more readily than one might think in the wake of federal curriculum

development that did not live up to expectations (Welch, 1979).
%

We

recognize that teachers have resisted and no doubt will continue to

resist proposals for content that they have not been given the oppor-

tunity to learn thoroughly themselves or that they find too difficult

. .

to teach. But virtually all-teachers do teach difficult content (e.g.,

long division) and many teach peripheral content that was once un-

familiar in elementary school (e.g., geometry, metric measurement,
4

inequalities).. As a result of our own research and literature review-,

.we believe that a large'proportion of IeacherS would readily make

changes in'the content of their instruction when such changes are

consistent witti their repertoire. Our conceptual framework leads
a

us to predict that a great many teadhers would even make changes

that are inconsistent with their repertoire if tLey perceive these

14
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Changt-:s coming from perbons with legal and expert authority ana
7

if sthey receive ample training and other help in making these changes.,
ili.

,

In short, the "new" mathematics reform, in our opinion, fell short

not because Of irreducible teacher resistance, but rather because of

inadequate external policies in general and inadequate support

for teaching .in particular.

It is not odr purpose to advocate a highly centralized policy

for control of mathematics content ,in elementary schools; though it

is possible to make plausible arguments (for-or against control) that

might be illuminated'hy 'further research. One coui say that cen-

tralized control, such as exists in many countries, promotes coic,inuity

from grade 'to grade and from.school to school4 It therefore guards

against students mls,sing content that could be important to their
r,

future (e.g.0 fundamentals of mathematics). But.it could also be

pointed out that such a policy has its dangers as well. 'Foi= example,
,.

it might fail toinspire Literest on the part of teachers or students,

thereby decreasing the motivation for learning that many regard..as

a highly important outcome ot schooling. Moreover; if control were

implemented through detailed objectives, a single eries of'syllabi

or textbooks, or standardized tests suph as currently exist, then
7.

to, this policy might give students a view of knowledge that is dogmatic,
,

static, and overly atomistic.

However well Nunded these particular-pointS, they illustrate

,ale importance of understanding content policies and their conse-

. Nqpences. Weak policies as well as strong policies can have undesira-

ble and unanticipated effects. Neither can be taken for granted as

the best wai to address our country'g deep-seated differences and

ambivalenée about what to leach.

,

0
t.
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